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Exchiesetta is pleased to announce a solo exhibition of new works by Swedish artist, Emanuel
Röhss.
Emanuel Röhss will produce a body of site specific works following on from a residency in Rome
and preceding his solo exhibition at T293, Rome.
The exhibition will include three sculptures and one large canvas work and it will feature the same
themes of his solo exhibition in Rome namely the private realm of Los Angeles domesticity,
residencies of particular emblematic character in relation to the development of this locality, and
staged reality, the home as a private island.
Emanuel Röhss is a multi-disciplinary artist, working through sculpture, painting and installation
with a particular focus on site specificity. His practice interrogates and extrapolates the relationship
between art and architecture, functionality and aesthetics. There is a parallel trajectory in Röhss's
work, to the Duchampian ready-made, that explores agendas of appropriation and facsimile.
About the artist
Emanuel Röhss (b. 1985, Gothenburg, Sweden) currently lives and works in transit. He studied at
Valand School of Fine Art - Gothenburg, and the National College of Art & Design - Dublin and
completed his MA at the Royal College of Art - London. Recent projects includes a residency at
FAAP - Sao Paulo; Röhss has also shown with T293 - Naples, Postcodes, Project Native Informant
- London and POSTCODES - Casa do Povo; Carl Kostyál's - Stockholm-London, South London
Gallery and Insitute of Contemporary Art - London
About Exchiesetta
Exchiesetta is a small church situated in the heart of Polignano A Mare, Italy, overlooking the
Adriatic sea. Since 2012, the church has offered young and international artists the opportunity to
show and promote their work in its unique space.
Special thanks to T293 Naples/Rome and Carl Kostyal for their valuable support.
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